SCSA Rules, December 2018 Revision, Change log
(this addresses all the comments received and issues noted in the interim between the rules release and today)

**General Document Changes**

Whole document - Reformatted to match Competition Rules and Multigun Rules including footer

Fixed various spelling and grammatical errors throughout document

Cover Page - Reformatted and added NROI logo and other information

Fixed headers and Generated updated Table of Contents

Removed auto-numbering from 2.2.1-2.2.3 and 2.3.1-2.3.2

Put the four edge hit pictures into a table after 6.7

Fixed rule numbering after 8.1.1.9 to end of section

Converted Appendix D to a table

Normalized usage of Tier I vs Tier 1, Tier II vs Tier 2, and Tier III vs Tier 3 due to inconsistent usage in Appendix F1

Fixed Production appendix which was broken into multiple tables. Also fixed some misnumbering within the table.

Assigned Appendix numbers E1.1 - E1.8 to the stages so they could be reflected in the Table of Contents

Alphabetized Glossary and copied a lot of information from Competition Rules and added in other stuff that was obvious from SCSA rules.

Highlighted sections may need further review.
**Rules Changes**

1.1.1: No changes to this rule, scabbards and cases defined in A3

3.1: Change “firearms” to “handguns”.

3.4.1/3.4.2: Clarified and moved penalty portion to 7.4.1. Penalty remains 4 seconds.

**5.1.3 (reword)**
5.1.3 The on-deck competitor, if shooting a Rimfire Rifle or PCC, may unbag or remove their firearm from the 3-gun cart or case into a side berm or staging area provided the bay being used has sufficient side-berm space to permit this practice. Once the firearm is removed from the case or cart the muzzle must remain pointed reasonably vertical, (up or down), at all times, with a chamber flag inserted, until the Make Ready command is issued.

**5.2.2 (reword)**
5.2.2: In centerfire handgun competition, hands are to be held in the “surrender” position with wrists and hands above the shoulders and fully visible from behind.

**5.2.4** Removed penalties for not changing boxes and added recommendation for RO to remind competitor. Simply a reshoot of any strings shot from the wrong box. Changed in E2 as well.

**5.3.8 (add a comma)**
...or for PCC, “If clear, hammer down, flag”...

**5.3.8.1 (reword)**
Centerfire self-loading *handguns*...

No changes to rules requiring flags, **5.3.8.7** Flags are required because the rules allow competitors to uncase or case at a staging area or safe area, which would then require them to transport the rifle to the start position, and it must be flagged then.
5.4.3.1 (reword)
Change “reshoot” to “shoot”.

7.1.1—check indentation

No changes to DQ rules concerning following matches. 8.1
DQ in one, done for the rest. Final scores prior to the DQ count.

9.2: Change Match Director to Range Master

9.3: Change SCSA to USPSA/NROI

9.4: Change Match Director to Range Master

9.6: Add “…who are not serving as match staff during the event, unless the arbitration occurs during a staff pre-match”

E2: Clarified that box dimensions are outside dimensions, as all box-to-box measurements are shown from the outer edge of the box.

F1: No changes to the membership requirement. Same across the board for HG, SCSA, and MG. Membership required for Level 2/ Tier 2 and up.

H1, #10 “N/A for magazines”
Should read: N/A for magazines. Holster distance is 3 3/8”, or length of an overlay.

H9: Added .38 special per A2 request. Must gate-, or side-load only. No tube loading from the muzzle end (sweeping issue). No restriction on .357 Sig or 10mm.